Conditions of Use

1. You, the rider, uses this sports installation at your own risk, in suitable clothing and not under influence of drink or drugs. Irresponsible behaviour can cause serious injuries. Always brake in good time and at the end of the track approach the brake belt at walking speed.

2. You must control your speed so as not to endanger yourself or others. Keep at least 25 m behind the toboggan in front. Tailgating is prohibited. In any rear-end collision the rider of the rear toboggan is liable for all consequences.

3. The track is closed when wet or iced up. If it begins to rain stop the descent. Exception: A careful use of the wet track is permissible providing that the toboggans have been fitted with wet weather brake shoes. You must increase the distance between toboggans to at least 50 m because of the longer braking distance. Attention: The toboggans can oscillate in the wet.

4. You must obey the instructions of the staff. Do not ride too slowly and stop only in an emergency.

5. Face the direction of travel at all times - never turn round, lie down or kneel. Observe all traffic signs and concentrate on the next section of the track (at least 25 m) in front of you.

6. The taller person - the driver - always sits in the rear seat and must keep both hands on the brake lever. The passenger must not obstruct the driver's view and must keep both hands on the grips at all times. Never touch the track or the underside of the toboggan.

7. Children under 3 years old may not use this installation. Up to the age of 8 years they may ride in two-seater toboggans together with an older person who has been made familiar with the installation and to whom full responsibility has been transferred by the supervising personnel.

8. You must follow the instructions of the staff. Anyone not observing these Conditions will be excluded from the installation immediately. With the payment or the purchase of a ticket you accept these Conditions irrevocably. All Claims for compensation are excluded.